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November 28, 1990

Communication lines
.New club formed
open with food service Knowing when to say when
By Deena Calabrese

The Xavier Newswire
"How do you like your meal?"
Everyday, George Zeini, food service
director of ARA, ·is asking this
question to the students who dine in
the Xavier cafeteria.
"I don't want to.put on the menu
what I like," saidZeini,."Lwant to
· Jnc:oiparate what the students really ..
like. 1 makeita policy to ask the
students what they. would like. fo ·
have on' the menu."
. In a recent survey done by ARA,students have.been responding
favorably to changes being made
daily in the cafeteria, as well as the
Musketeer Inn and the Downunder.
"I really enjoy coming into the
Grill for breakfast before class. I can
always be assured of smilingfaces
and friendly, c.ourteous service," said
Michele Ziegler, a Xavier student.
According to Zeini, employee .
service has become a main goal for .
improvement throughout thedining
facilities.
"When ARA firstcame to Xavier,
we had to take employees that were
confused with no self esteem," 5aid
Zeini. "We had to take them and
make a team. We had to make them
winners. When you take care of an
attitude, the behavior takes care of
itself."
From the information obtained on
the food surveys, the biggest im- ·
· provement made in the cafeteria is
the quality of service. Gloria Judd, a

Xavier staff member said, "The
employees morale is much improved."
·
Zeini said that improvement are
needed within the cafeteria. He said
that he would like to make ongoing
changes, because making a dining
Service that works well for. the
students takes time.
"It's amazing, people have very
different perspectives, someone may
like whatyou are doing, and others
may not," said Zeini., . · . . ..
•With the feedback from the
surveys, Zeini said that certain .
· changes, like putting hamburgers and
fries in both lines in-the cafeteria,
have been made.
Audra Kennard, a sophmore at ·
Xavier said, "I have seen a number of
changes in the cafeteria. Some are
good, like the salad bar is much
better. But, it takes longer to get food
when you waitin line. Hopefully,
ARA will be able to improve on the
speed of service." ·
Overall; the food surveys were
positive. Although they represent a .
small portion of students who eat in .
the cafeteria. People liked .the ·
changes being made and appreciated
the communication that theyhad .
with ARA.
.
.
"I have talked to George Zeini
number of times. He has come to the
table at dinner, and asked if we were
enjoying our food," said Cindy Ina, a .
. Xavier student, "I appreciate the fact
that if I have a problem, I know. that I
can talk to someone who works in the
cafeteria, and something will be done
about it."
·

By Deena Calabrese

The Xavier Newswire
Bacchus (Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of
University Students), is a newly
fortned club on campus. Bacchus is
an international student organization whose philosophy is based on
the belief that young adults play an
effective par,~ in ef\couraging their
peers to reflect onJheir attitudes arid
behaviors concernfrlg akohot ••...
. "Th'e members of Bacchus are a
very positive group of people. They
stress drinking in moderation," said
Sophia Quallen, adviser of Bacchus.
"The purpose of Bacchus is· not to
preach, but to promote a concept of
wellness and alcohol awareness."
Bacchus offers stud en ts a I terna-

tives to drinking such as sporting
events, movies and trips. The club
also provides information to students concerning the use of alcohol,
both on and off campus. Through
the use of education~} programs,
speakers and special presentations
during "Alcohol AwarenessWeek,"
Bacchus hopes to eliminate myths
concerning the heavycirinking on
college campuses and address the
.needs of the'college community.
. 1: "We are.not anti~drinking .. We
believe thalthere is rnore to drinking than getting drunk," saidSamir
Shariff, preside~t of Bacchus. "The
Bacchus chapter at Xavier has just
started and in two weeks our
membership has grown to about 50
people, with 20 active members. l
am glad that we are getting such a
positive response to the club."

Remembering mgrtyrs

a

photo by Ellen Bird

The one year anniversary of the slaying of the six Jesuit martyrs was held ·to
remember their death.
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A day in the life of a commuter
the rest of the ride, I read my
philosophy, which needed to
be completed by my first
class.

Contributed by
Commuter Council
The alarm clock rang (for
the third time) and I bent
over to hit the'snooze bar
again. The time was 6:00
a.m. I rolled out of bed and
fell face down on the floor.
My day had begun. After a
cold shower and a gallon of
coffee, I made it out the door.
The car. I jumped in and
turned over the engine.
Prepared to fight traffic, I
roared through my subdivision. As it happens every
time I'm late, J hit every
traffic light just as it was
turning red~ I then entered
the expressway, merging
with semis which obviously
owned the road.
As J approached the St.
Bernard exit, I pulled out my
unfinished homework. For

Xaa.11.er
U ni-ve.rs i.ty

'minutes late and dripping
from head to toe, my darkest
fears were realized: pop quiz~
It must be Monday. I
should h~ye s,tayed in bed.

connUTER

c OUHC IL

Commu. t.er
Cou..ncU:..
As always, parking was a
joy. Once again I was in the
Pit and as I opened the door
of my car, it started to rain.
Running the country mile
to Alter Hall, I dropped my
books three different times.
Walking into class five
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Place:

.November 28 .
5.:30p~~•... e:45p.m.

Terrace Room
University Center

.

Inside
eXclUsive

Na.me: Dr..Arthur Shdberg '·
Age: Just over 30?!
Birthplace: Waltham. Mass.
Occupation: Vice President for Student
Development
Education: B.S. Wharton School. University
of PA. M.A. Boston University, Ed.D. Columbia
University
Family: wife, Marjorie; 3 children, David,
Michael and Steven
Hobbies: meeting people. tennis, community
and professional groups, music
First Job: Soda jerk at a drugstore
Worst Job: laying sewer pipe for Water &
Sewer District
If l co.uld live in any time or. era·, I'd
.
1111
.
c h oose:
.th e."60 s....
.
.
Life has. taught me : to enjoy the good
times--to seek love and fulfillment
Favorite .TV show: "L.A. Law"
Favorite Movie: "A Thousand Clowns"
Most important trait~ in. a person:
integdty, compassion
;- .
·
·
I'm a. sucker for: people who are hurting
Best thing about Xavier: the students
(most of them) and the sense of community
that exists on campu-s ·
Worst thing .about Xavier: the students
(some of them) and the bigotry that exists on
campus
When I'm angry: I either withdraw or lash
outverb~ly
.
Worst Habit: You'll never know!
In high school. people ·thought that I:
· would run the Peace Corps or be a leader in
the Civil Rights movement
If. I were going to a desert island, I :d
take with me: niy family. my books and my
music
If I could have dinner with anyone Jn
history; it would be: ·.· Thomas Jefferson and
Ben Franklin, (contemporary times) Mel
·
· Allen,.Steve Allen, Woody Allen and.Gracie
·Allen
. People would be. surprised to tn9w that
I: find niost aspects of Administra_tion humorous
My ~ather 11,~ways t&u.111 t me: to. take care
of people that need·help ··.·. ·
My mother always to'ld:me: '·to take ca.re of
myself
.. ·.
·...·.· ·. .
.
.
.
Perfect evenin·g: . in Alaska in the summer
(it would last longerJ~anderirig the tundra
with my family
Perfect vacation: wandering the world
with my family
·
·
·
·
If I were an autmobile, I'd be: a Mazda
Mia.ta
I'd like my epitaph to read: _:He cared and
he tried
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Creative
Adaptation and tradition standards for Jesuits
Kennealy.
built a strong reputation, said incorporates a change in
Dating tips By Jennifer Stark
emphases in the promotion
Kennealy, of high moral and
"This does not mean other
The Xavier Newswire

..

~ ..

By E. S. Wadlington III

The Xavier Newswire

The Society of Jesus has
. long been an institution fully
aware of its place in a world
facing di verse challenges and
· opportunities, and flexibility
has been a watchword for the
society's success.
However, according to
Rev. Thomas P. Kennealy,
S.J., associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
with change comes a realization of the worth of what has
worked in the past.
Guided by a goal of
continuing improvement,
Jesuit education has promoted an atmosphere of
adaptation tempered by a
clear recognition of traditional values. These values
have provided a foundation
upon which the society has

educa~9nal standards. These
standards are especially
evident in the area of higher
education.
"For about three decades,
Jesuit universities in the
United States have focused
on improving their professional standards in search of
a higher degree of academic
excellence," Kennealy
explained.
However, this maintenance of excellence is no
longer enough, especially
here at Xavier. "I sense a
desire on the part of my
colleagues, Jesuits and nonJesuits alike, to preserve and
foster our institution's
religious character," said
Kennealy. "We should dare
to be different from secular
institutions."
Part of that difference

Are all women looking for
a Mel Gibson? Are all men
looking for a Kim Basinger?
These questions and more
will be discussed in a Creative Dating seminar in
December. The seminar will
openly and honestly discuss
issues that are normally
uncomfortable.
David Coleman, Director
of Student Activities and·
University Center, has
conducted over 15 seminars
across the country.
The ideal is to "force
college students to look at
their tunnel vision of the
opposite sex;" said Coleman.
: Two hundred suggestions
will be given for creative
Alcohol Awareness Week results
dates. The seminar will talk
about the rules and procedures on dating, AIDS and
how women flirt.
Coleman would like to
between Nancy Tom, profesThe results from the
leave the students with the
sor in the MBA program,
Alcohol Awareness Week
thought "Be yourself, bewith "Nancy'sNodka Vodka
contest found Dave Trunnel,
cause being fake is not fun."
Slush", and Lissa Knue, of
Mathematics professor,
The discussion will be 7-8 . winning the Faculty Mocktail , the Heal.th and .Cou11~lling
p.m., Dec. 5 in the l]niversity . Mix-off with his "A DevilCenter/had. llKnue's Boo
Center Commuter Lounge ..
Brew.!'··The awards were $50
ishly DecadentDram;" "
There is no admission charge.
for first place and $25 for
There was a tie for second

of Jesuit values, to include a
broader range of social
concepts facing the world
today. Kennealy said that in
his 28 years as a member of
the Society of Jesus, values.
have not been changed,
merely expanded. "In
addition to the traditional
values which the Jesuits have
pursued," explained
Kennealy, "we have added a
new emphasis in recent
years: A commitment to the
service of religious faith and
the promotion of social
justice."
Some things, however,
must remain the same. "I
believe that Jesuit education
must be Catholic, first and
foremost. To be Jesuit
without being Catholic
would have been unthinkable
to St. Ignatious," explained

points of view arc ignored,"
Kennealy continued. "Our
goal is to guide students to
formulate for themselves an
integrated vision of life that
will give meaning, purpose
and direction to their lives
now and in the future. As
associate dean I hope that I
can help the institution to
achieve this goal."

A "Devilishly Decadent" time

- .... _........

"11.IJr•llTU
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-
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second.
As for the $50 gift certificate to the Xavier University
Bookstore, Angie Schoen,
freshman nursing student,
won the prizefor correctly .·
answering the DUI-related
questions.

..

~

DECEMBER GRADS: GET OFF TO A GREAT START WITH
BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH
Burke Marketing Research, a leading force In the marketing res~arch fi~ld, is ~urrentiy
seeking dynamic individuals for a unique temporary study. This special ass1gnrrient
will begin mid-January, and last 3 .4 months. This could provide you· the new.grad
with many opportunities and advantages:
• An inside look at one of the world's leading market research firms;
·• Solid work experience, applicable to any business environment
· • Exposure to. Data Processing professionals In today's business environment
• Starting salary
$7.50 per hour
• Day shift hours • Monday through Friday·

we are seeking. Individuals wlth'exceHerit verbal eommunlcatlon skills to conduct · · ·

national telephone ·surveys with users of office equipment. Quallfle~ lndlvlcluals will
be assertive, professional In manner, and able to gather lnfonnatlon from all levels.of
management. Previous exposure to automated office equipment Is a plus!
Apply by submitting your resume to Burke Marketing Research, 2621 Victory Parkw~y,
Cincinnati' OH 4520&·or call 559-7520. for additional Information.
.

. ·• -·--'" --····-- ................~

REMEMBER
··euRGER
MADNESS

Circle Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday on your calendar
those are "Burger Madness"
Days-our famous burger
celebration. A huge burger
with any or all of our twelve
toppings plus fries for just
$3.99. Only at Arthur's.

'
Bar • Restaurant • Garden

3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square
871-5543 .
~ .............·-··-··-··········-··-·- . .~ .................... - ................................... ----··· .. ·· ..... -.a·······._. ................ ~ .............. .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,mi
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Congressional
Examples of
Governmental
Waste

President Bush will probably escape the budget debacle
with a few minor scrapes and bruises, while Congress
should walk away with two broken limbs for their
inexcusable waste of taxpayers money.
Perhaps the worst example of our government spending
tax-payer's money on worthless public works is the
"congressional pork", weighing in at a hefty $500,000 slab,
that will be used to convert the home where Lawrence Welk
was born to a German-Russian museum. This must be an
extremely sour note in a bad polka. Granted, a $500,000
project is mere "pocket cash" to Congress. Yet, these
projects add fat to what is supposed to be a slim budget.
Has anyone in Washington heard of the Gramm-RudmanHollings Act?
Apparently not, arid the American taxpayer should
question the supposed wisdom of our representatives who
control the ublic coffers.

Oppressive tax
on inventors-,· . . , - ,.

Another example of questionable congressional action is '·
the new tax of inventors patent fees. The 69% surcharge on
patents is an inexcusable burden on the brilliant and
inventive men and women in the United States;· This is a
country where being creative should be encouraged, not
.
suppressed by large fees. .
To be fair, Congress raised the patent fee to make the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office self-supporting. The operating
budget of the Trademar~ Office is $353 million; 99.8% of that
·.
is composed of fees charged to inventors. However, to
charge a small inventor $315 just to file his new invention is·
outright robbery. Congress needs to reevaluate the excessive
patent fee. Making a component of the government selfsupporting is a brilliant and necessary idea, but not at the
ex nse of the small time inventor.

The.·Xavier Newswire .
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When

you j• hcmelm '.' you:

'FREE UP VALUABLE /IEAL ESTATE g JOBS!
' HAKE .1ll£ MIDDLE CLASS FEEL THAT
THEY'RE BETTER OFF THAii YOU!
• DISAPPEAR FROM THE WORK. FOi?:CE _;.
AND REDUCE. UNEMPLOYMENT!

For those who truly•

deserve ,many b1~~§H1gs
By Michael C. DeAloia

The Xavier Newswire
Our day of thanks is over,·
and·our blessings richly ·•
received . Thanksgiving Day...
one of the most widely. ·
celebrated holidays .of.the ·
year, is a'bit marred this year.
No, it isn't the fact that a
large number of servicemen
and. wornen are iri a foreign
land protecting our cause ..
And no it is not the fact that .
Margaret Thatcher·resigned; ·.
(Yet it does sadly strike the
heart of this Republican;)
My problem with our..
cornucopia of food,.friends
and family is the thought of
those less fortunate who are
.
looking through our >_ .
windows resigned to the fact
that they will never indulge
in our simple pleasures and
certainly not our extravagant
ones.:
The homeless population
in this country has grown
exponentially through the
last decade. I do not believe
.this occurrence is a byproduct of the Reagan
Administration. Rather, the
growing rate of poverty and
of the homeless is the result
of a middle class revolution ·

against the poor. After the
last recession of 1982-83, the
middle-class had a choke to
either continue the useless·. .
war on p0verty and subscribe
themselves to higher and . .
higher taxes or to demahd,' ·
through a number o(act~ons,
.that certain people remove -.
themselves from the Federal
doles, or the middle class .
·.would remove the "leeches"
themselves'. And what has to
be the greatest societal class
attack on another class in
American history, the middl~
class lowered the riumber of
people on welfa~e and even lowered the huge sums of
money appropriated towards.
welfare programs. However,.
decla~e t~is class wara
·
P~yrnc victory for the .
·
middle class, for they have
won every battle against the
poor and homeless but are ·
.simply losing the war.
.After President Johnson's
"Great Society'~ and Carter's
"New Deal," both hundredphis billion dollar disasters, ·
the middle class was left
confused and angry, they
were left with lower wages,
higher taxes, diminished
purchasing power, a large
number of government
1.0.U.'s, and poverty was still
prevalent. A brutal and

bloody class revolution
followed.
·· ·
. To be honest it wasn't the
.attUal "Revolution''. that
disturbed me, rather the cruel
and inhumane treatn\ent the
poor and homeless received,
. arid· still do. Being poor is
' riot a ~rime. J'he poor do
dese..Ve better; and the '.
solution tO p0verty is·.·.· ·
contained within creative and
influential policies, notyet_
tapped from our civic.
leaders. :
· · Again.the middle .class has
come to a fork in the road- '
sJlOulcl we·help those les.s .
·fortunate or should we tum ·
the other \Vay; effectively ·
··helping to' increase the
already growing poor and
homeless population; And
every day we postpone this
decision, the number of.
homeless increase; their lives
.are lost; and thefr souls
become hard and bitter .
I would like to thank
Xavier's Gay and Lesbian
Support Group for allowing
rne to join them for an
insightful evening a few
weeks back .. The. meeting
~as extremely informative
and changed soine ofthe
misconceptions I had of
America's Gay community.
Thank you.
·
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Bush.must hold on to public support

U.S. needs to take immediate action in the Gulf
Iraq out of Kuwait. It is our
·· moral duty to intervene,
protecting the well being of
the American economy and
the people of the world.
Hussein understands
By Colleen E. Hartman
American logic. The longer
The Xavier Newswire .
he stalls, the longer we will
When Bush arrived in
wait to attack, and Bush will
Saudi Arabia on Thanks•lose his support from the ..
giving Day many of the
American people. If Bush
lo~~: the support of the
troops received· a hearty
handshake and a smile, but
people, we could easily fall
nobody received an answer.
into a repeat of Vietnam.
What the troops really want
By the end of the year
to know is what is going to
more than 400,000 American
happen. Why hasn't the U.S. troops will be stationed in the
taken a solid stance on what
Gulf,..~ the biggest
type of action it will take?
· deployment of troops since
·Bush needs to explain clearly Vietriam. The troops are
what his objective is.
waiting to attack at any ·
moment, but in the meantime
As anyone who has been
they are being run down by
involved with the military
knows, they hurry up and
the sun and the heat, trying
make you do everything, but to run practice drills and
you always end up waiting.
learning to cope with an
Bush rushed the troops off to extremely different culture
Saudi Arabia; convincing the and society.
world he was not going to let
Parts of the 82nd ·Airborne
Sadda!l' Hussein persecute ·
Division are stationed in a
warehouse-type facility
innocent people again.
called Champion Main.
Public support was 75-80%
behind Bush-,-not since
Although it has running
World War II have the
water, a roof overhead, and a
people of America agreed
' cement floor, one soldier
sorreadily on intervention in ·said 1" It is so overcrowded, if
.(gfeigll poljcy ... U~e,,Lydo.n
it were.a prison, it would .be
Johnson; Bu!;h i~ tryjngto '·
condemned'." . .
.
establish miiltiriational .
Other troops are outin
coalition against f:Iussein, but desolate regions where
consequently he is wasting
everywhere they tum there is
an ocean of sand to the
time. No matter what Bush
believes, the U.S. is the s'uper horizon where the sun is
power;:and we .w.ill be . ··.·· . . . inescapable. ·They sleep on
beari_ng the bllt~en ,of f~r~11g ,cots placed on the .sandwith
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only a mesh camouflage over
All the people who say the
their heads. Sand vipers and
U.S. should not intervene in
scorpions inside the tents are
the Gulf would be pretty
commonplace.
upset if Hussein's actions
It would be one thing if we began to greatly affect them.
were at war and the troops
How can people be so
were having to deal with
narrow minded and selfish as
these conditions--but the
not to see the ways Hussein
troops are sitting! Not only
could affect our economy, job
do the troops not know what
market, food supply,
their next move will be, the
international relations,
American people have no
exports, etc.? The U.S.
idea either. Bush can not
produces, through its use of
continue to i!_ave our troops
·gasoline, planes, trucks, cars,
wait in such a harsh climate.
and trains. Be a realistRight now the temperature
accept the facts! Let's solve
cools off to 85 degrees at
the problem, which means
night, bu.t come March, it will stopping Hussein once and
be back up to 125 degrees
for all.
during the day. We cari not
Not only should we be
function full force at 125
worried about ourselves, but
degrees. Action needs to be
what about our allies? Iraq
taken now.
rolled into Kuwait and could
easily do the same to Saudi
Bush needs to show
Arabia if we were not there.
Hussein that we mean
Israel
also needs our support.
business. Hussein realizes he
Thirty nations are
can control America through
our demand for oil. Most
contributing to the anti-Iraq
Americans do not realize the
effort through the embargo
or through monetary
long tenn effects if we do not
stop the "naked aggression"
support. But the U.S. is also
shown by Hussein. The
showing support through a
presence of more than 25% of
thing many people are
the U.S. armed forces.
worried about is the price of
Although the British and
gas at the pump, but if
French have placed troops in
Hussein were to take over
Saudi Arabia, gas could jump the Gulf, their forces do not
compare with the U.S.
to $10 a gallon, therefore ·
strength or commitment.
affecting our production of
They are smaller nations,
food. All of our tractors,and
therefore people should stop
farm equipment run on gas;
questioning the exact
if farms were to continue to
numbers of their troops.
produce, the consumer ·
Thank God for their support!
would feel it in the check-out
The U.S. public needs to
line ..

support the military, but the
military needs the okay from
Bush to go at this full force.
We cannot let our soldiers
down; we must stick behind
them.
It is sad to say, but there
are really only three options:
(1) The U.S. military could
pack up and come home,
showing the world we do not
care about or support our
allies. (2) Settlements could
be established peacefully
with Hussein, but he is
known for going back on his
word. So who is to say he
would not invade again in six
months? (3) Military action
could be taken against
Hussein permanently
stopping him, because he not
only poses a threat to the
U.S., but all countries.
Although this is a very
simplified version, the logic
behind it is clear and deadly.
People need to remember
some of the things we stand
for as Americans. By
militarily intervening in the
Gulf, the U.S. is defending
our future here in America
and rescuing our allies.
Nobody likes war, but as
things s~and right now, we
very well could see it. ·
Obviously, the U.S. is ready
to fight as needed.
Bush needs to be clear
with his plans for the future
and stand firm. The U.S.
needs to finish what we have
started as quickly as possible
to end this blatant terrorism.

Letter to tl1e Editor
".···· ,, ,g ... " ,,. ' I....
commend· my colleague;'Dr~ ·•
GudorfI fQr her carefully ·.
..
reasoned reply to the <¥tober
31,1990;editorials inthe ··
Newswire." Her arguments,
published on November 7,
1990, were, it seems to me, '
most telling, based on a clear
and pointe~ presentation of
evidence. Nowhere does she
indulge in ad hominem ·.•·
attacks on those with whom
she disagrees:·.· ·
The same cannot be said of
Dr. Connell's letter in the
same edition of the Newswire.
Although her reaction to the
student editorials of Oct. 31 is
similar to Dr. Gudorf's and to
my own, her argumentation
is largely ad hominem, e.g.
. "I am appalle~ that students"
(the students are for her
appalling) or based on
- authority, e.g. "I am
appalled, discouraged ... "
(her emotional reactions are
self-evidently authoritative).

,• ., '
' ' '
ty
. ,. ' ,·
workwith students to widen
their ex}lerience of human
possibilitr and to teach them
·the conventions of rational
argument cannot afford the
self-inflationary luxury of
. being "ilppalled, ·
discouraged;ashamed,·and
· frightened"of these same
students as.Dr. Connell
confes5es herself to be. ·
.
Rather than fear eVidence of
bigotrY, we need to confront
the visceral bigotries we all
inherit toward racial; 5exual,
and ethnic others.
I am also surprised by Dr.
Connell's concern for the
opinion of her neighbors: "I
don't want my friends and
neighbors to read that
Newswire." ·I assume from
this thatDr. Connellmust,
minimally; reside in a racially
mixed neighborhood. If,
.
however~ the contrary is true,
the great personal outrage
she chooses to display

p
y
assu'me is in itself, somehow
authoritative, diminishes in
value considerably.
Can Dr. Connell really
assume that her neighbors,
whose opinions on racial
diversity she finds
normative, are in fact less
bigoted on this matter than
our students? I think that she
can assume this only if she
and her neighbors have ·
chosen to reside in and,
thereby, to support a racially·
integrated and diverse
community and (if they are
parents) have chosen for their
children racially mixed
schools.
_
-Ernest L. Fontana
Professor of English
The Newswire apologizes for
the typographical errors in Dr.
Fontana's "Letter to the Editor"
in the Navember 14 issue.
'. '
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Wit of the Week
"It's easy. You just kick a little foreign butt, and whammo,
people are hooked."
·
~Teddy Turner, son of the media king Ted Turner, who is
planning races against a Soviet sailboat to attract support for
a round-the-world regatta.
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Lady Muskies finish sixth at tournament
By Todd Meyer
The Xavier Newswire
It's always tough to beat a
team twice in a season, but
the Lady Musketeer
volleyball team had to beat
Dayton a third time this
season in order to advance in
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Championships.
However, the Lady Flyers
defeated Xavier to even their
season series at two wins
apiece. Dayton went on to
beat top seeded Butler to earn
the MCC's automatic bid to
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association
Championships.
The tournament draw
itself looked promising for
Xavier. The Lady Muskies
stayed away from favorites
Butler, Notre Dame, and
Loyola until the later rounds.
After beating Dayton twice
already this season, the team
hoped this third time would
be the charm so they could

advance in the tournament.
Coach Floyd Deaton knew
his team had to stop Dayton's
All-MCC performer Cathy
Wojciechowski in order for
the Lady Musketeers to
advance. Xavier entered the
match, however, hampered
by injuries and illness.
"I was pleased with the
team's overall intensity," said
Deaton. "However, when
key players are not feeling
well, they tend to lose
concentration."
This loss of concentration
photo by Ellen Bird
allowed Wojciechowski to
· register 27 kills against
Senior Julie Robinson spikes the ball over the net against Loyola
Xavier on her way to
at
the MCC Volleyball Tournament.
tournament MVP honors.
The match was as close as
the loss). They came back
Muskies lost to Loyola 15-2;
a three game contest can be
15-13 and 15-10, securing
well," said Deaton. This
played. Xavier lost each
·
sixth place.
positive attitude carried
game by the minimum two
"I could see they were
points needed to win a game, Xavier to a tough five game
victory, winning 10-15, 15-7,
15-13, 18-16 and 16-14;
upset to have the season end.
8-15, 15-10 and 15-5.
·
I saw two girls working out
The team displayed good
Coach Deaton and his
character and a positive
Tuesday already in
attitude in rebounding to
preparation for next year,"
players are disappointed the
beat Marquette in the first.
season has ended; This
said Deaton.
consolation match. "The
feeling was evident in the
A total team effort carried
team responded real well [to lock~r room after the Lady.
the Lady Musketeers to their

first winning season since
1984. With the emphasis on
team play, Xavier ended the
season 19-17.
. "It definitely was a team
effort. We won anq lost as a
team," said Deaton. "To
understand how much of a
team effort it was, look at the
factthat we led the MCC in
digs a.nd placed second in
both blocks and aces. Yet no
one was selected first or
second-tearriMCC."
Individually, both Julie
Robinson and Mary Nock
finished within the top ten in
the MCC in kills per game.
Donna Kathman and Jane
Moeller were also in the top
ten in the MCC in aces per
game. Jennifer Nunn
finished fourth in the MCC in
assists per game and led the
league in overallassists.
"We know we can
compete on this level," said
Deaton. "We lose only .
seniors StephaniePeschke
a1'd Julie Robinson. We're
only going to get better."

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Xavier earns respect as host

Muskie$ start ,$eason 2-0

Tournament declared a success
expects no profits from the
event. What the tournament
did provide was recognition
for MCC volleyball and
Xavier in particular.
Despite the fact that host
"The MCC officials that
Xavier lost in the first round,
were
here know that XU ran'
the Midwestern Collegiate
a good tournament," said
Conference Volleyball
Massa. "I think they're
Championships can be
pleased.
They know we put
considered a success.
some
work
into it."
"The tournament itself
The
tournament
ran
went much better than past
smoothly
with
the
help
of the
championships," said Laurie
baseball
and
women's
soccer
Massa, assistant athletic
director of women's athletics. teams. The baseball team
served as linespeople and
Xavier was provided a
chased down balls. The
basic budget by the MCC.
women's soccer team worked
However, in order to have
concessionJ?·
some sort of off-campus
Massa· said money will be
promotion, three corporate
applied to the budgets of
sponsors were needed.
these two teams. "It was a
"In the past, such events
good way to support various
had no gate charge. We drew athletic teams at once," said
upon our basketball season
Massa.
ticket base. We also sold
Massa noted that Friday's
tickets to local high schools
action was watched by many
and through the Cincinnati
people who saw the
Recreation Commission," said tournament advertised in the
Massa.
newspapers.
"Some people got to see
While the final numbers
that the MCC plays some
are not yet known, Massa
By Todd Meyer
The Xavier Newswire

pretty good volleyball," said
Massa. "I look at it as an .
investment in the futµre. We
11\ay not makemoney on this
tournament, but the exposure
should put people in the·
stands in the fliture."
Massa said the Xavier
Sports Information staff's
help was invaluable. Ron
Knopf and SI Director, Tom
Eiser, made the whole thing
run smoothly.
What tournaments can
Xavier fans look forward to
in the near future? ·
"M~ny Championship
locations are tied to facilities.
We don't have enough tennis
courts to host tennis nor do
we have the capabilities to
host swimming," said Massa.
"However, we are hosting
the golf championship next
year. Our cross country and
baseball facilities are not
unreasonable.
"Overall it was a real
gratifying experience for us.
We were beat by the time
Saturday night came along,
but it was worth it."

photo by Diana Staab

Senior Colin Parker leaps to block the shot of a Mount
Saint Mary's player during the Muskies' 103-96 win
Saturday night at the Cincinnati Gardens. Waitirig
under the basket are f~eshmen Brian Grant (33) and Erik
Edwards (50). The victory was costly as senior Jamal
Walker injured his knee and is listed as day-to-day. The
Muskies faced Bethune-Cookman Monday night at the
Gardens and won 82-56 .. Next for the team is a
nationally televised (ESPN) match against Ball State
tonight at the Gardens. Game time is 9:35.
·

-i
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Xbvier·p/aces eighth

Swimmers get
'Big guns' finish tourney at top
revenge on rival
By Emmett Prosser

By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
Aiming to avenge last ·
year's losses to Transylvania
University, the Xavier men's
and women's swim teams
finished the night as winners.
The women won 61-34, and··
the men won 55-40.
"This is our biggest home
meet of the year. We've been
focusing on this for a long
time," said men's co-captain
Bryan Minor. "They beat us
pretty bad last year. This
year, it was our tum."
The teams came out strong
as both placed ·first in the
200-yard medley, the first.
event. The women's team of
Leanne Winnefeld, Susan
Hollenbacher, Elizabeth
Walsh and Jennifer Horak
broke the school record by
1.5 seconds.
These wins set the tonefor
the rest of the meet.
"Everyone remembers the
first event. Winning both
medley relays tonight got us
psyched," explained .Rich , .
Mizak. "We had a positive
attitude throughout the
whole meet."
Other swimmers had
record-breaking
performances. Hollenbacher
broke. a personal best in the
100-yard butterfly by 1.0 · ·
second. Mike Stroh dropped
some time in the 1000-yard
free-style. Steve Jones also
swam a faster 200-yard

free-style.
"The wins feel great. I
knew it was a tremendous
effort from both teams. We
really gelled tonight,"
commented coach Tassos
Madonis.
The teams traveled to
Centre College the next day.
Although the results were the·
same, the women had trouble
pulling off the 106-90 win;
they were tied going into the
final event ''We were all
tired and went into the meet
lacking a positive attitude,"
saidwomen's co-captain
Hollenbacher. ·''Tassos told
us to go out and race and
beat the people beside us.
. We did and won."
The men didn't have much
trouble as they won 121-67.
"They had only seven guys
swimming. There were no
stellar performances; Itwas
basically a laid-back meet
with people swimming
different events to see what
they could do," said men's
co-captain Dan Mikula ..
The teams are preparing
lhis week for the National
Catholic Championships at
Notre Dame this weekend;
Some other teams competing
are Boston College, Villanova
University, Fordham
University and LaSalle
University.
"Everyone is fired up for
Notre Dame," said Mikula.
"It's the climax of the first
half of the season. A lot of us
will be shaving [to swim
faster] for it."

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier rifle range was
the site of some heavy
collegiate shooting
competition the first three
weekends in November.
University of Alaska at
Fairbanks took first place at
the Walsh Invitational after
all air rifle and smallbore
shooters were finished.
Xavier finished eig~th
among the 33 teams, behind
Alaska, Army, Ohio State,
Murray State, University of
Texas-El Paso, Tennessee
Tech and Texas A&M. Coach
Alan Joseph was somewhat
pleased with his team's
performance.
"We're about where we
need to be," he said. "It was

difficult for the team to
shoot individually; that may
have hurt us."
Xavier could not shoot as
a team because they were
the host school of the
tournament and were
needed to help run it.
One bright spot for the
Muskies was sophomore
Christa Tinlin. Tinlin
finished second overall
among coJlegiate shooters in
the air rifle event. She
recorded scores of 163 in air
rifle and 388 in smallbore.
Tinlin's performance
strengthened her AllAmerican chances.
Teammate Sabrina
DiBiagio finished 10th in the
tournament with 120
National Collegiate Athletic
Association competitors.
Tinlin and DiBiagio were in

very select company.
Joseph feels his two AllAmerican candidates are on
course. "Sabrina is right on
track and Christa is shooting
tremendously," he explained.
As long as they stay
consistent, we should move
into the top ten."
The Walsh had its largest
turnout ever with 222
shooters competing in the
·event this year.
Xavier hosts West
Virginia, ranked number one
in the nation, Dec. 1. Joseph
is looking forward to this
meet.
"I think we'll do well," he
said. "The chances of us
winning are small;
underdogs usually don't
have much of a chance in our
sport, but that takes a lot of
pressure off us as a team."
11
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·exhibits are ~i~g ·pre- · · · ·•

The true Borgman explained

:iil'''ch~ :;:~:;~~!i ~~~~~~the
·· ·
'
)
::}

assets. In 1987 and 1988 he
was voted the National
Cartoonists' Best Political
Cartoonist, and his cartoons
are distributed to more than
200 newspapers; Borgman's
name is recognized nationally and his talent is unquestionable.
We can take it for granted.
that everybody knows his
name, but who is he? What is
he like?
For starter!> he grew up in
Cincinnati, and went on to
attend Kenyon College.
Although he is reluctant to
admit it, Borgman was hired
by the Cincinnati Enquirer
one weekafter graduation

work by 8:30 and begins to
read the papers... all of the ·
papers. He attends a daily
· staff meeting, and· then .tries
to sketch out a few rough
ideas. By 1:00 p.m. he should
have something solid with
which to work and then it
will take him two to three
hours to finish his drawing.
He has to be finished by 5:00 ··
p.m. and admits that occasionally:there are still days
when he will be working
right up to his deadline.
Borgman explains that his
day begins with National
Public Radio and ends with
Cable News Network and
that he is always thinking .

.1•

·· ...!

l\~lll~ ·t;s~~~f;,~~:l? ~gl~1~}I§~El7• ser~:r,~~~~~o:~~~~rk :~.~~h-:~~~~~~:an~~~~,, ....

ii~~~~~-~~:. ~~~~k~t~~~?.~~:~ {~~'.~~E~r0E~~~· ~~1~:~E~~~~~lf.;g ?.i~{:~w~g~~~~;:

rWf

::.11~¢~ to all oryMorid~y; $1 ··

unassuming office which wa~

Borgman also would like
00

make that request, or make.

a subject that he won't touch!

~i·i~~i~~~~~~~~,~i ~~~~~*~~~~~!S~ ;~%~~:~~~~:~~~\: ~~~~~~~~;;i!i;r;.~;~'es ~~~~~~:it~S!~~~~:,~:

qei_lter will b~ hqst.i~g : :/·
;;s~yeral speci~l open '

ately put me at ease and
the cartoons" he states.
Being the Barbara Walters- Borgman is probably t.he
wasn't the least bit reluctant
"Sometimes I think people
style journalist thatl am, and
n.icest, most talented and
. houses which students are
to answer questions about his get that impression."
not having even seen the
_likeable man in Cincinnati.
'en~ouraged'k>. attE:\n~; F'C,i' . life and his
,-----------~----------....;;.-------..,.. -. - - - - - - - - - - -.....
.more information>conta·cf:> work. When
iJJ.'l¢Center at72l~~~p'.i>/ • asked what misconceptions
people had
Paid, on-campus job about
his work,
available.
he said that he
~·.
often
gets
two
Ten hours per week responses: "Is
that all you do"
(flexible).
and "Wow." The
Requirements
"Is that all you
inc~ude: light typing do" people seem
to think that
skills, proper
drawing a.
cartoon six days
grammar, good
week, fifty
organization, and .· aweeks
a year is
no
problem.
creativity. Position ·
The "Wows,"
holds many benefits. on the other
hand, can't
For more infonnation understand
how
contact Molly A.
he can keep
doing it year
Donnellon
after year. Being
at 745-3561.
a ''Wow" myself, ----------------------=-----~=-=---=----~~----....;..;,-.-.1
I wanted some
Cartoon courtesy of Jim Borgman and The Cincinnati Enquirer
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Cincinnati Zoo's Festival· of Lights is worth ttle cost
By Kent Thompson

The.Xavier Newswire
This year we have 750,000
reasons why we should
attend the Festival of Lights,
for more than 750,000 lights
will adorn the zoo during
this holiday season. Unfortunately, though, you might
have to bring $750,000 with
you to tt:uly enjoy this
holiday bonanza especially, if
you are on a date.
The cost of admission is
$3.75 for an adult and ·
parking is an additional
$3.00- and yot1 had better .
hold onto your candy canes
and mistlet0e because we are
just getting startro:_So far, for
two people just to get into
the Festival of Lig~ts we've
spent $10.50.
.
But don't worry, once
you're in, there is plenty to

see. In fact, this year The Joe
H. Spaulding Children's Zoo
will be transformed into an
amazing winter wonderland.
When you enter the
Children's Zoo, the first thing
you will see is a 25-foot
Holiday Ark. The ark
features scenes of animated
lions, lemurs and monkeys,
all working on their respective holiday tasks. Progress~
ing through the Children's
Zoo, visitors are encouraged
to chat with Snowflake and
Blizzard-- life-size tiger
puppets. And at the heart of
this fantasy world will be ·
Santa and Mrs. Claus .
. If you.are interested in
preserving this special ·
moment for posterity you can
have your picture taken with .
Santa for a mere five dollars.
But now you've spent $15.50.
The next big attraction is
the trio of light-sculptured

animals located near the
reptile house. This includes a
30-foot giraffe, a 20-foot
elephant and a peacock.
These attractions are free and
I would encourage you to
spend quite a bit of time
circulating this area.
Another point of interest is
,the new Botanical Center
which has been transformed
into a "Natural Christmas"
exhibit. Twelve Christmas
trees will be decorated by
local scout troops, using

hand-crafted ornaments
made with natural elements.
If you are too tired to take
in the sights by foot you can
take the Festival Express; this
will cost you $1.00 per
person. And if the excitement gets to you and you
would like to grab a little
something to eat, and I do
mean a little something, you
can expect that to set you
back $5.00 per person.
Don't be put off by the
prices at the Zoo; the Festival

of Lights is beautiful and is
well worth the money.
However be prepared to
spend between$20.00 and
$30.00 dollars if you are
going to invest in some of the
"little extras." Our mystery
couple spent $27.50 on their
holiday adventure and you
could likely do the same if
you're not careful. The
Festival of Lights runs from
Saturday, November 24 to
Sunday, January 6 and is
open from 5 p.m. until 9 p.m.
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"VOTED THE BEST RECORD STORE IN ONCINNATI "by ONCINATI MAGAZINE" 1987

ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS
6106 MONTGOMERY RD.
(AT RIDGE) CINTI .. OH

531-4500

silhouette appeared in the
By Missy Baker
smoke, you knew you were
The Xavier Newswire
in the presence of the queen.
With her heart-wrenching,
Friday, Nov.16, the Queen· soulful voice, McEntire
City was host to the high
brought the audience close to
lady of country music, and it,, · · tears during her love songs,·
was a roxal s,ucc_ess. Reba
and to their feet during her
McEntire performed at the
version of Aretha Franklin's
Cincinnati Gardens with her
"Respect." It is evident that
musical entourage in a .
McEntfre senses the emotion
spectacular Vegas~style stage of the songwriters and
sho.w.
··
reveals those feelings to her
·audiences. She is truly a
remarkable performing artis~,
CONCERT REVIEW
and Ws easy to s_ee :why she ts
one of the most awarded
The show started with a
women in music,
quick set by Baillie and the
McEntire was backed by a
Boys. Up next was Ricky
stunning group of musicians
consisting of two keyboarVan Shelton, one of the.
greatest vocalists in country
dists, electricguitarist,
music today. This country
bassist, drummer, steel
crooner played the ballads
guitarist, and a saxoph~nist
that have made him famous
who doubled on acoustic
then picked up the tempo
guitar. Two backgro.und
between with early rock hits
singers also held their spot
including a version of Jerry
on the stage, moving rhythLee Lewis' "Great Balls of
mically in choreographed
Fire," complete with piano,
steps.
·
The show was wrapped
.
guitar, and fiddle solos.
Following this electrifying
with an a cappe~la. ~ncor~·
set, McEntire defied the
of Patsy Cline's defm1t1ve hit, ·
stereotypical image of a
"Sweet Dreams." ·McEntire's
country music performer
dramatic style was right in
with her own techno-country line with the glamor and
rendition. The stage, the
flash of the light and stage
show, but it was all done in
lights, the sound - it all
resembled a Vegas stage
good taste, more so than I
show. But, when McEntire's
had expected.

'11\XHELP

HOTUNR

up

· · · · ~Pegasus ~~s ii/ia.6e pment~·~arv~ . !J.ie~stei~~ >'
. ·. 'rorcfiSonj 'Tri/)jjfy:at 9ilDrieCs Corner on t!U _corner .
·. · . ·· · · · .. 'ofi.Werty.ant!Sycamore : ·. . .. · . :,
': ·:. · '.· ~t~ ... ·PeefOm,iiru:tiare'fh.ursaay, 1'tji@./ant· >·., ·

: :. ,.:,/:.: :.: : '.:.:;:. :,,,:~~.t~.~~~.!~:-~i~:~·~m.:: t~-~-~1:~:~!(::/:. ·:,.:,.,·:,.: ::

Chooseyoursavlnp:
OS2weeksfor$87.10
(S8Ve$42.90)

Name:_ _.:..:__ _ _ _ _ _-=,-::::,.._:;::;,-----

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ci1yts1.ie(lip1...:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pho~:(__ _~------------~ _

Q39 weeks for $65.25 Paymenl method:

_,......,

(Save $32.25)
CICheck Enclosed (payable to USA TODAY) OBill me Charge my: OVJSA OMC OAMEX
(JU weeks for $43.50 Credil Card 1' - - - - - - - - - - " ' P · Daie
MAIL TO: USA TODAY,
~=P~li7':.. Proc:euln1,
(Save $21.50) · Sign11·""' (if paying by credil card)

II

013 weeks for $21.75 For raster service, can
(Save SID.75)

l-800-USA -0001, .... for Operator 513

· SMW"y-'1.and-.Wddhc,,.•va~lll•ltcsrdMtu.Mlildtlln:l)'1vaUlbkdwrllil.1'-llheUSA..S.-.. ir11•bllrdon
lll*MllllidB1tt..,_wll1MdcuaidaM9llU1tlndlMir:ptymrm.OOuc1pimOec.Jl,lftO.

Washln11on, DC 20044.7171
ACA·AC. .

~~~~~---················································
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Worksh·op- hits :high note with humor and ·realities
Workshop '91. The workshop consisted of plays
directed, acted and produced
by Xavier students. This year
they offered two very different works, the first being .

By Kent Thompson

The Xavier Newswire
The weekend before last,
the Xavier Players presented

Harvey Fierstein's play, "On·
Tidy Endings."
'.fhis play tackles the very
difficult, emotional, and often
misunderstood topic of
AIDS. The play, written and

Terrific Tuesday

performed. by Fierstein on
HBO, is not easy material to
perform; but it was handled.
well by Maria Lovell, Nicholas R. Micozzi, Jennifer Stark,
and Derek Gainey.
"Endings" focused on the
dialogue between Marian
(Lovell) and Arthur (Gainey)
. and how they come to grips
· with the death of Coliq. the
man they both loved. The
play had afew long moments, mostly the resultof
the material and not the
actors. Overall, however, the
prOduction; directed by Eric
· Invin and Joye B,lessi~g, wa~

The second production
dealt with a serious issue in
an extraordinarily hilari6us
manner. "A ... My Nam·e is
Alice," a musical directe~ by ·
·
Becky Froehlich, took a ~
critical, though humorods,
look at contemporary
women's issues; The production consisted of a series of
short skits during which the
actors (Laura Backley, Becky
Froehlich, Elizabeth Hash,
Rachel C. Thomas, and
Patrice Wilson) would sing or
discuss amongst themselves
the problems and joys of
being a women in the 90s.
But while the subject matter
is serious these women's
THEATRE RE\'IE\\'
talent is beyol\p comparison.
Theyhan~led the songs ·
solid; .
.
.
perfectly arid the three scenes
The play hel??d to clarify
where Fraehlich, Thomas,
·some of the misconceptions : and Hash recited poetry FOR
which surround the AIDS ·
.WOMENONLYhad mein
virus, including the theory
tears with laughter. Of all
that AIDS is a male
the prOductions I've seen at
dominated disease, for it is
. Xavier, and I've seen a few,
revealedat the play's cori~lu this one is by far. my favc).~te,
siori that itisMarian,. not
and lhope that next year .the
Arthur, who contracted the
Xavier Players .would con'·virus from Colin:· This
sider performing "A: .. 1
. contradict.s the assumption
name is Alice." again.· This
thafhomosextials are more. .· proouction and i.ts directorI .
likely to contractthe disease
star Becky Froehlich get four
than heterosexuals. This also belly buster Bravos. . ·
confirms' the belief that ·.
Overall thisyear'sWork-..
. uniike people, A.IDS does not shop '91 ·was a success. "On
discriminateaccordingtosex,. Tidy Ending~" helped to
race, or sexual per~uasion. ..
personalize the horrors of
So, these actors get three
AIDS, and "A ... My Name is
Bravos for having the courAlice" allowed us to glimpse
age to tacklE:? material that.is
for a moment the secret and
not only difficultto perform,
hilarious lives of women in
but is also s<>cially disdained.
the90s;·. ·

My

..

· ·.:.··

- ___,
MEDIUM ON.E·. TOPPING
.

$2.99

PIZZ~,,.

.

,

TUESDAYS ONLYI ,'.-·-

Off•Cajppµs

.·.. sPR.frvif ·aR.tAK. .

· HolJ.lmg <

·$1u<J~/1t9T9:q'/jfzofipA·.·.•·

Walk to campus

BETWEEN.

\
\
\
\

Valid al panlcipaUnN'tares only. Nat' valid
Cu~~1h;e"l other
Pr
· •

oer.

-\ .

\

ensure sate driving.

'

2

ur dri~ers

"b~r'~~~~:~~. ~0~·
.1r.e"~~~:~r1~~.

,, .. ,.,

\~··11

••

iT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~M

··s~~£~~;~~~;~:b~~~%

OOlYJOO®~OO@

®'ii'lYJ~~OOir®
(third and fourth year)

~·~'

396-7400
3915 Montgomery

I!rdiVldda1·or ·••

iEi~IJil~t~~;i

4 P.M. - 1 A.M.
\

/:99{.

Cable Hoot-up
$245andup

Oxford Apts.
1005 Dana Ave.

'Cati A~B•.at
861-5928
474-()449

Want• extra money for Holiday
Cheer? A good answer can be
found right here... start building
your holiday fund now: Need
qualified nurse assistants to
work part·time in home care,.
private duty staffing.
Competnive
and flexible
schedule. Call us today!! Ask
for Judy or arri at 891-1102
. . EOE• .

pay

r

·,

E•X•T•E•N•S•l•O•N•S
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BSA helping to
ci'othe the n~edy
By E. S. Wadlington Ill

The Xavier Newswire
The clothing drive by the
Social Action Committee, of
the Black Student Association, has kicked into gear.
As you walk around the
University Center or dormitories, you will see posters
and flyers promoting helping
the needy.
The receptacles will be
placed throughout the
university, from now until
December 7.
The clothing drive is
headed by a 15-member
committee, said Tara Hunter,
Co-chairperson.
"I would like for everyone
to d~ate clothes, and we are
issuing a challenge to other
club$,pn campus," said
Hunt¢r.

By E. S:·WadHngtonJII .• ·.·
Eleven years ago, Lesley
Bevis sharpened her pencils
and dusted off her diction:..
ary. She was college bound.
Bevis slowly began her
entry into homework and
lecture halls and took a
.
couple of classes a year at the
University of Cincinnati.
Now, with three years under
her belt at Xav~er, Bevis' goal
is to receive a double major
in 1992 ..
Bevis transferred to Xavier
because "U.C. was uncooperative to adult students." ·
While working toward a
Liberal ArtS Degree, Bevis
decided to obtain a degree in
gerontology. Bevis said~
"America.is graying and· the
older people need· to be taken
care of.'' .
·
·
·
Bevis is married to a
retired firefighter, has six
step-children, and tWo
grandchildren. They have no
problem making time for
each other, although he
works part time iii the
Physical Therapy unit.
According to Bevis, her
husband is very suppol'tive:
"He has dinner done most of
the time, "she said. ·
·
Dianna Staab, friend of
the. Bevis', and Xavier student
says "To this day. I still .
cannot duplicate her hus:..

Seasoned wisdom

After a certain amount of
clothing is collected, Hunter . By Christine Wright
says. ,;The clothing will be
· The Xavier Newswire
taken to the Cincinnati
FreeStore, and will be distribWith just a few weeks of
uted to area families."
classes until the end of the
Michael Daniel, President
first semester, teachers and
of Black Student Association,
students are anxious for a
says "this is one of many
. long, relaxing break. When I
activities the social commitreflect on the last three
tee is planning this year that
months, I sigh in utter
supports the BSA mission
amazement. I, like many of
statement."
my fellow non-traditional
· According to Daniel, BSA
classmates, have been out of
has over a hundred cardschool for 15 to 20 years,
carrying members.
raising children; maintaining
The purpose of BSA is to
a home and attending PT A
help African-American
meetings. Preparing for tests,
students at Xavier receive the answering to the demands of
same privileges and opportu- professors and lugging 60
nities as other students.
pounds of books from class
The university created the
toclasshas been a special
Urban Affairs Office, now
challenge for an older
known as Minority Affairs,
student like myself. The older
Finn Lodge, to assist minority student, although more
students.
mature, usually also has
some memory loss, slower
reflexes and hungry children
waiting at home.
.,
bands steak siluce.He:is a-. --··. · From my perspective, ·
verygoodcook ."
.•
· however, the mundane
f
homeside chores are a
. Aday or Bevis is quite . · needed break from research
intere5ting. Bevis interviews,
<:hecks resumes, then leaves
.papers on Plato and memowor~.for Xavier~
. . . . . rizing the function and .
For three hours she is iri . 'location of the 12 cranial
class illnight and that does ··
nerves~
nofillclude studying. But .
In fact, I have devised
she makes the commitment. .... 'ways .to study while ldo
"oilce you make the personal·· :some of the bothersome
commitment, you keep going : . domestic chores. lput all of
'tit its done," said Bevis: ·
my notes on index cards and
·ae· · h ·
ked
then hang th.em in the
·
vis as wor
at
kitchen, in the bathroom and
Bethesda Hospital for 12
. even from the car visor. I
years. Curren.tly she is·
must admit this hanging card
work~llg in Human Retradition wa. s passed. on to
sources.
· . •Every three years she has
been·promoted. That shows.·
Bethesda "awards you for
continuing your education,"
saysBevis.
·
.··
· Shealso speaks highly of ·
Xa:vierand has no regrets in
thededsioil to attend Xavier.
''The professors are ·
exceptional, the people are
exceptional, and they treat
you like a person. That is a
plus," she said ..
When asked what will she
do when she obtains the two
degrees, "Iwill stay in ·
Human Resources," she said;
However, her long term
goal is to move to Florida.
·· Butthat is far down the road .
.She said, "Xavier has a great
reputation, and I am not
going 'til I have those degrees!'

Second· Shift Students
TheXavier.Newswire .. •

Staff Columnist
learned that most will be
me from a second- year
returning after Christmas,
nursing student. It worked
for Cathie Schack, and so far but with perhaps somewhat
lowered expectations. Acing
it's working for me.
I certainly don't want my the class is no longer as
11-year-old son to know, but important as just making the
my focus was on nursing and grade and getting the degree.
Households like mine
anatomy study cards recently
have adjusted to the studying
rather than on his Christmas
choir concert. Studying to the morn or dad. The elementary
s.chool lunchrooms and high
pleasant, chiming sounds of
school education committees
those angelic voices enhave had to take up the slack
hanced my memorization.
for the absent back-to-school
Now when I recall the
mom and pop. Kids have
function of the cerebellum, a
learned to deal with their
celestial hierarchy sings the
own homework worries,
answers. When I recall the
while college-bound parents
generic names of commonly
tend to become higher
used pre~operative drugs, l
learning worries on their
break into a chorus of "Jolly
own.
Old St. Nicholas." When it's
There are advantages to
time to remember the human
skeletal muscles of the upper being what are known as
zoomers, the non-traditional,
thigh, I also recall all the
older, midlife student. We
words to the "Twelve Days
don't have to worry about
of Christmas." Now that is
Saturday night dating,
really enhanced brain funchangovers, broken love
tion.
affairs or campus fashion.
With a~ 1st birthday
We n:iarchto the sound of .
staring rrielin,theface, I can· .
only think of a recently, read . our own drum. And that
drum beats out a tuneful
collection of.stories by
promise ofa better paying,
contemporary author, Grace
more rewarding future. But
Paley. She optimistically
because of my unique
believes that "Enormous
seasonal study habits, the
Changes at the Last Minute"
sound of any drum also
are good. I am sure that the
other "thirty-something" and conjures up a list of memobeyond students returning to . rized nursing diagnosis for
possible· post-operative
school for whatever reason
complications. Christmas
will strongly agree or disand the merriment of seaagree with Paley's literary
sonal carols will never be the
opinions after they see their
same. But, for me, life will
first semester grades.
In a quick post-Thanksgiv- never be the same. On to the
second semester.
ing poll of my fellow nontraditional classmates, I
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Continuing to embrace Xavier's
non-traditional students
By Rich Klus
The Xavier Newswire
The Newswire staff earlier
this month attended the
Associated Collegiate Press
and College Media Advisers
Convention.
This national convention
took place in Washington,
D.C. from Nov. 1-5.
The staff is anxious and
excited to try out the new
ideas learned from the
convencion.
The Extensions editor,
Ealer S. Wadlington III, was
one of the staff members that

attended the ACP /CMA
convention. "We can't wait
to share the new ideas from
the convention with the nontraditionals," said Wadlington.
The goal of Extertoions is to
expand Xavier's educational
resources by accommodating
persons otherwise unable to
take advantage of such
resources.
Every other week, Extensions will still pay particular
attention to the extracurricular activities, hot topics and
concerns of non-traditional
students, graduate students,
alumni, and commuters at
Xavier.
~

fssues that will be addressed in future publications will be child care, how
to study while juggling a job
and how to handle a family,
school and work.
The Extensions staff wants
to be the most efficient
section it can be in covering
the concerns of the nontradi tiona Is.
There is always room for
more reporters and writers.
Feel free to write letters in
response to any information
found on these pages.
Story ideas are always
welcomed and appreciated.
Contact Extensions editor,
at 745-3561.

WHEN -A PERSON KILLS,
WE CALL IT A CRIME.
WHEN THE ST ATE KILLS,
WE CALL IT JUSTICE.

Helen Prejean, csj
will present:
"DEA TH ROW: An
Eyewitness Report"
Monday, December 10, 1990
11 :30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
Xavier University's Kelley Auditorium,
Alter Hall
Admission is free.

Announcing
the return of
Newswire
Holiday-grams!

Sponsor:

XU

o

AMNes-rv

:;,ff. INTERNATlONAL
r

"P'fti3lr

The death penalty.
It's not punishment, it's a crime.
Call 746-3046 for more information. -·
On Tuesday, Decemb~r 11th, ~t ];()qpM, we will be having (I ·
career night at our office inCincinn~tC We extend an invitation
io anyone who has graduated afready or will be graduating in
....•.... · oe·c¢hillefofM~y.· ..
· ..•-:.·. >
·The. purpose ofthis.career riighfis tcffa!Jiiliarize the individual
. . wit~ our company. and tfie·pppoffijij!ty .of t>ecorTiing
stockbroker>witil •Hib~ard.BroWn·& Company, Ille.··

a .•.·

.-:·

..· ·. · .. : .

··;;,:;.;.--:··.·.

·The·Car~eVNig~t
will .·::b~..·;.. ~(
~llr Ci~cinnati.locati~n:
··
"'
'• .:...
.. ·. ..
::·:.. : ·?:·:··,"'' .. :- ·..· · .. ·· .·
....
. Hi~bard

er~wri<~ ~~pa~y, inc.·

~orthmark$usi.n.~s~c~nterm
. 4501 Er,$k_ineJlp~~- ~u~e 250
·•Cincinnati; 'OH .45242

.

:·:
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\Xftth t~)ple's introduction of three new
Macintosh" computers, meeting the challenges of
college life just got a whole lot easier. Because
no~\ everybody can afford aMacintosh.
1he Macintosh Classic'
"
.
is our most affordable model, yet it
"":;.,,,.w~. . ~. ,a comes with everything you need~ including a hard disk diive. TI1e
NHNill@IRiJ combines color capabilities
with affordabilit\~ And the 11Hiillll!illlll is
perfect for stude.nts who need acomputer with
e>..tra power and expandability.
No matter \Vhich Macintosh you choose,
you' 11 have acomputer that lightens your work load
\\~thout giving you another tough subject to
leam. Every Macintosh computer is easy to set up
and even easier to master. And \vhen you've ·
learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all.ll1at's because thousands of
available programs all work in the same, consistent
manner. You Gm even share information \\~th
someone who uses a different t)1:>e of compute.rthank5 to Apple's versatile Su1:>erDiive~ which
reads from and '>Vrites to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2,
and Apple" II floppy disks. ·
See the new Macintosh computers for
yourself, and find out how surviving college just got

. . ..·.

"3-...---~""'........_;,,..,,,..
1'

~i~r.'..~k{/-~

a whole lot easier.
.

71Je Maci11tosb LC

For fu1ther information
visit the CBA Compt1ter
Lab or call Rick Harris at

-:'•:·

745-1980

••

- - . . . The power to be your best~
71!1'.\/acin rosb

llsi

: 1990 Apple Compuler, Inc Appl&, lhe Apple logo. ano Mac1n1osh are 1e,pstered t1ademark.s of Appte Compul1tr. Inc: SuporOr1ve and "The
po.,ye• 10 oe your best' are trademarks ot Ap;:ila Compu!er. Inc. Classic is a reQ1Stereo trademarl\ licensed lo Apple Compuhtr. Inc. MS·OOS

is a 1eg1Stitred 11aoi:mark ol M1eroso!\ Corpora11on 0S'2 is 3 reg1s1ered trademitrlo. o! lnterna11ona1 Business Machines CorporaMn
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HEADACHE su·F·FERERSlll
...

, WE WOULD i.IKE TO TALK ABOUT
: YOU~ 'HEADACHE .
.. . . . · IF.YOU QUALIF·Y AND
PARTICIPATE IN OUR STUDY,
WE WILL PAY YOU $40.00 FOR ONE HOUR-OF TIME.

PLEASE CONTACT:
JENNIFER SAUERS OR
ANN BROWN AT 745-3025
P.S. "PLEASE SHARE.THIS WITH NEIGHB9~s:·OR FRIENDS,18·YEARS ORO~pE~ ..

H.

\,

Send· a· soldier a deZen:ceekies! .
For every large pizza you pick up a.t regµlar
price we will send one dozen GretelScObkies
to the Persian Gulf just in time for the ·
holidays!·
So
>
... ·.· ..piel<:
: ( · . · >•···u11an'
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